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1. About us
2. Service offering for cross-border opportunities
3. Our view of Russian market opportunities

1.
About
us (1/2)
Table
of contents
Who we are
•
•

•

A team of accomplished directors and experts in strategy and management consulting, and
transaction advisory
Working together for 10 years, our advisory practice uniting around 30 consultants in Russia,
Japan, Republic of Korea, and China/Hong Kong, has successfully executed well around 150
advisory projects and transactions. Numerous production facilities, clinics and other businesses
have been launched by our clients
We utilize the skills and experience of full-time team members and a well-developed circle of
experts in complementary areas, allowing us to cater to diverse business development needs

Service focus
We offer clients a full range of advisory products facilitating market entry and
business expansion:

•
•
•
•
•

Strategy and operating model design
Market analysis and entry consulting
Buy-side and sell-side M&A advisory
JV and strategic partnerships

Our approach
•
•
•

For us, the client’s business success is the end goal, driving us to excel in service quality and
effectiveness
We develop goal-reaching solutions and provide full support in execution
Our experience and commitment ensure that you get customized solutions fortified with
advisory best practices and streamlined work processes
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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1.
About
us (2/2)
Table
of contents
Strengths

Advantages

• Credibility: profound skills;
comprehensive experience;
extensive market and industry
knowledge

• Reliability: we substantiate our
advice with thorough market,
operating model, and financial
analyses

• Individual approach:
comprehensive range of
customized service packages

• One stop-shop: integration of
multi-disciplinary teams’
experience for market entry and
expansion

• Commitment to quality: utilization
of best practices and attention to
detail
• Extensive market reach: vast
business network and circle of
industry experts

• Result orientation: all work
processes target clients’ success
and business efficiency
• Independence: we represent only
our clients’ interests as an advisor

Key partners
• Meridian Capital
• FinPoint Advisers
• First ICG

• Althaus
• ACT Global (Japan)
• RPI

• KPMG
• Ernst & Young
• Turn-arounds

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020

• Skolkovo Fund
• Liniya Prava LLC
• FIVIO Consulting
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2.
Service
offering for cross-border business opportunities
Table
of contents
Transaction advisory

Strategy advisory
•
•

•
•

•

In-depth industry analysis for elaboration
of market entry, expansion plans
Designing implementation mechanisms
for companies’ strategic interests in new
market segments
Economic, political, business risk analysis
and mitigation solution development
Existing strategy review and competitive
response analysis to ensure effectiveness
of sales & distribution network,
marketing activity, and business planning
Detailed financial modeling of existing
businesses and potential projects

•

Full-fledged assistance for transactions in
Russia and other markets, including
strategic options analysis, partner
selection, financial modeling, due
diligence, deal structuring and closing

•

Broad range of deal mechanisms for M&A;
joint ventures; and strategic partnerships
including distribution agreements,
franchises, outsourced R&D and service
centers, and licensed production

•

Proven methodologies and fine-tuned
deal-making procedures at every
transaction stage

We strive to become an advisory partner of choice for Russian
and APR companies expanding their business and developing
cooperation in the Russian market and beyond
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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3.
Russia-APR
Table
of contentscooperation drivers and opportunities (1/2)
Russia-APR investment & cooperation drivers
Russian companies’ plans:

Potential investors’ goals:

1. Investment in business scaling
after building successful
operating model in region or
market segment

1. Access to Russian market in the
course of international business
diversification

2. World best practice obtainment
and technology transfer to
secure competitive edge
3. New product/technology
development and
commercialization
4. International market access
through strategic partnerships

2. Launching production in Russia
due to weak RUB, for exports to
European and other markets
3. Value chain integration utilizing
Russia’s natural resources and
skilled workforce
4. Outbound investment in product
and technology R&D for creation
of new, promising products

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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3.
Russia-APR
Table
of contentscooperation drivers and opportunities (2/2)
Key opportunities

M&A for market entry
- A large number of companies attracting
investors are in good financial shape, aiming to
further scale their business
- Most 2nd and 3rd tier companies managing to hold
on amid economic turbulence, having optimized
their businesses
- Plenty of companies with interesting products
for investors seeking to gain competitive edge

JV for new product development:
- Joint venture creation of interest for Russian
companies needing additional capital, expertise
to expand into new markets at home and abroad
- Russian companies have noticeably improved
their go-to-market skills, allowing foreign
investors to capitalize on Russia’s R&D potential
both inside Russia and beyond

Foreign trade diversification:
- Russian market players trying to gain
competitive edge amid weak RUB and decreased
purchasing power in key markets
- Russian exporters actively raising state and
private investor funding for world market entry
- Foreign players can benefit from opportunities
in Russia, as some local competitors weaken

Production and R&D localization:
- Russia can become alternative production
platform for world players eyeing European, CIS
markets, especially due to weak RUB
- Authorities trying to attract Asian
manufacturers into eastern part of Russia
- Russian government provides ample R&D,
production localization stimuli for various
technology and industrial parks and clusters

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4. Key services
4.1. Strategy advisory
4.2. Transaction advisory
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4.
Key
Table
of services
contents

Strategy
advisory

1. Market analysis
2. Market entry
strategy
3. Expansion strategy

4. Investment
project planning
5. Innovation, R&D
advisory

Transaction
advisory

1. M&A advisory
2. JV, strategic
partnership advisory

3. Synergy evaluation
&
Integration advisory

Our service structure is based on comprehensive understanding
of clients’ needs and key success factors
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.1. Strategy advisory (1/5)

Table of contents
Market
analysis
1

2

Market analysis

3

Entry strategy

Expansion strategy

1. Current situation

▪
▪
▪
▪

Corporate news flow, sector statistics, company financials
Competitive landscape

Customer segmentation and pricing environment
Government regulations overview

2. Future trends

▪
▪
▪

1. Detailed market data
and trend analysis
2. Market segment
growth and inflation
forecasts

Key growth drivers and business risks
Market structure development forecast
Production dynamics; input, output price growth forecasting

3. Business case

▪
▪
▪

Key deliverables

3. Business development
and risk minimization
recommendations

Most attractive market segments
Operating model choices
Baseline profit margins
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.1. Strategy advisory (2/5)

Table ofstrategy
contents
Entry
1

2

3

Market analysis

Entry strategy

Expansion strategy

1. Underlying assumptions

▪
▪
▪
▪

Goals and entry format alignment
Investment plans’ SWOT analysis
Market growth scenarios

1. Strategic options
analysis

Key success factors

2. Optimal business model
design

2.Entry strategy development

▪
▪
▪

Product/service range build-up
Entry method cost benefit analysis
Potential local partner screening

3. Implementation blueprint

▪
▪
▪

Key deliverables

3. Investment return
estimation
4. Goal-setting and
execution plan

Business goals formulation
Operating model choices
Step plan, timeline
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.1. Strategy advisory (3/5)

Table of contents
Expansion
strategy
1

2

3

Market analysis

Entry strategy

Expansion strategy

1. Existing business diagnostics

▪
▪
▪
▪

Customer contact points
Competitive standings

Key deliverables:

Market positioning
Marketing plan

1. Strategy substantiation
across business areas

2. To-Be operating model

▪
▪
▪
▪

New product/ service launch step plan
New market segment/ geographic region entry
Operating model enhancement; value chain integration
3. New product/service
launch step plan

Required resources review

3. Strategy validation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

2. Operating model revamp

Sales targets & execution plan
Strategic partnership structuring

4. Execution plan and KPIs

Optimal size decision
Risk minimization solutions
KPI system design
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.1. Strategy advisory (4/5)

Table of contents
Investment
project planning
Financial goals

Market strategy
■

Advanced modeling
techniques

■

Correlation with market
structure

■

Strategic fit for business

■

Operating model structuring

■

Competition safeguards

Supply chain

■

Investment return
targeting

■

Russian and world
market best practice

■

External
benchmarking

■

Efficiency solution
elaboration

■

Detailed scenario
development

■

Cooperation format
scorecards

■

Cross-methodological
result verification

■

Processing tier
resource allocation

Financial modeling and strategic planning

Management structure

Risk solutions

■

Optimal process
design

■

Risk group scorecards
and prioritization

■

Management
efficiency modeling

■

Risk management
guidelines

■

Managerial resource
availability
assessment

■

Risk mitigation built
into financial model

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020

Key deliverables
■

Comprehensive financial
model

■

Investment attractiveness
conclusions

■

Detailed business plan for
potential partners, creditors

■

Substantiated implementation
recommendations
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4.1. Strategy advisory (5/5)

Table of contents
Innovation,
R&D advisory
Size:
- Niche vs.
universal
- Optimal size
decision
- Partnership
circle
Market:
- Competitive
strengths
- Nascent market
forecasting
- Go-to-market
hurdle clearing

Model:
- Value creation
mechanisms
- Operating model
- Product/ service
differentiation

Business
case
validation

Result:
- Achievability
assessment
- Organizational
planning
- Financial
modeling

Plan:
- Quick wins &
long-term growth
plan
- Result timeline
- Financial
engineering,
strategy

We provide comprehensive service packages for innovation
project initiators and investors, as well as innovation centers
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.2. Transaction advisory (1/4)

Table advisory
of contents(1/2)
M&A

Core strengths
Experience
•
•
•

Industry focus

Established team with fine-tuned business
processes
Extensive knowledge of structuring,
executing and closing transactions
Proven track record in service quality and
deal closing

Broad local network
•
•
•

•
•

Solid industry knowledge and key sector
specialization
Efficient and reliable execution, as well as
substantiated valuations based on industry
expertise

Teaming with clients

Access to key decision makers across
economic sectors
Broad circle of market/industry experts
Professional co-advisers: lawyers, auditors,
appraisers, and taxation experts

•
•

We act in accordance with our clients’ needs
We work as one team with our clients,
adhering to a customized approach and
ensuring desirable quality

We offer clients the full breadth of our accumulated expertise
and deal execution methodologies
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.2. Transaction advisory (2/4)

Table advisory
of contents(2/2)
M&A

Acquisition process
•

Deal concept development

•

Due diligence support

•

Market analysis

•

Revised offer

•

Potential target selection

•

Draft SPA and other
contracts

Phase I
Preparatory Work

Phase II
Initial Negotiations

•

Talks with target companies

•

Target short-listing

•

Valuation

•

Deal structuring

•

Term Sheet/LOI signing

Phase III
Due Diligence &
Legal Framework

Phase IV
Deal Closing

•

Contract negotiations

•

Contract signing

Our key focus is ensuring a seamless transaction process
and closing deals in line with clients’ goals
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.2. Transaction advisory (3/4)

Table
contentspartnership advisory
JV
& of
strategic
Strategic partners’
contribution

Russian business owners’
contribution

Business goals

Industry best practice

▪ Joint development of new
products and technologies

Advanced technologies, R&D
Leading market positions

Successful go-to-market
experience
Established international, local
sales channels

Operational experience in local
business environment

▪ Direct entry into new
markets in Russia & CIS

Diverse business network

▪ Launch of production in
Russia as potential hub for
other Eurasian countries

Management, production
resources

▪ Joint expansion into 3rd
country markets using both
partners’ sales channels

Established R&D practices
Access to new market segments

Advisory services
▪ Strategic fit assessment and JV concept design
▪ Parties’ contribution evaluation and deal structuring
▪ Roles & responsibilities, interdependencies matrix creation
▪ Communication plan and integration blueprint development

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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4.2. Transaction advisory (4/4)

Table of evaluation
contents & Integration advisory
Synergy
1

2

Joint operating model
& synergy evaluation

3

▪

Transaction strategic goals and key
success factors

▪

▪

Short- and long-term integration
success factors

Potential synergies between target
and buyer

▪

Business development scenarios
and KPI system

▪

▪

Integration program
management office (PMO)

Integration planning advisory

▪

▪

Integration risk minimization
solutions

Integration step plan in line with
business goals and level of
integration

▪

Management structure design,
roles & responsibilities, and change
management principles

Requirements, approach, and
resource allocation across
integration areas

▪

Synergy implementation plan and
business targets institution

Detailed integration plan approval
for all/ key business functions

▪

Coordination and assistance in
communication of integration goals,
plans and timeline between deal
parties

KEY BENEFITS

▪

Synergy effect maximization

▪

Detailed integration step plan

▪

Business target fulfillment program
development and communication

Added value creation and retention via integration
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

TablePacific
of contents
Asia
experience (1/6)
Strategy and M&A advisory

• Turkmenistan macroeconomic, political and oil&gas and petro-/gas chemical industry
situation and trend analysis, outlook development; major investment project feasibility
analysis and performance review for leading Japanese bank (2018-2019)
• Regulation analysis, defining optimal course of conduct for investigations into Chinese
active substance for major Russian pharmaceutical manufacturer (2019)
• Analysis of project for launching women’s oncology center in Russia, review of Russian
subsidiary’s performance, elaboration of key directions for new strategy development for
major Japanese producer of radiology equipment and supplies (2016-2017)
• Market entry and investment opportunity analysis, potential deal structuring for two
separate Japanese investors in Russian healthcare – Central European Russia and Far East
regions, respectively (2017)
• Market, project risk, regulatory framework, financial viability analysis; regulation
simplification proposal and roadmap development for Russian authorities; business model
selection and deal structuring advisory for two Japanese investors in Russian healthcare;
situational support for clinic launch – JV created, rehabilitation clinic decided to be
launched in Vladivostok (2017)
• Expansion strategy development for major Chinese trade intermediation and logistics firm
active in Russia; structuring and implementation advisory for key business projects,
including expansion of client’s automotive component plant in Russia together with Chinese
car major (2015-2016)
• Concept, realization plan and financial model development for large transportation
infrastructure project in Russia in the interests of leading engineering and industrial
companies of an APR country (2012-2015)
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

TablePacific
of contents
Asia
experience (2/6)
Strategy and M&A advisory

• APR oil&gas data and analytics market analysis, concept and entry strategy development
for leading Eastern European market player (2015)
• Russian oil&gas engineering market entry strategy, client segmentation, M&A and strategic
partnership advisory for leading Japanese engineering company (2014)
• Major Russian LNG project market, financial, technology and political risk analysis for
Japanese EPC operator in the wake of Ukraine political crisis (2014)
• Russian Far East greenhouse horticulture market analysis; selection of region, operating
model; financial model development, taking into account choice of technology; JV creation
support for leading Japanese engineering company (2013-2014)
• Russian beauty drink market entry advisory for leading Japanese soft drink maker (2013)
• Russian, world market entry strategy; B2B video conferencing, storage product shaping;
business plan for SaaS VCS subsidiary of financial services major – product launched, deal
underway (2012)
• Market research, business strategy, integration advisory, and M&A advisory for mHealth
company entering APR markets – deal closed, expansion underway (2010-2012)
• R&D center launch in Russia, assembly launch in Taiwan for German microchip maker (2010)
• Russian agriculture, fodder feed, meat processing sector analysis and forecasting for major
Southeast Asian agribusiness holding’s acquisition of meat processing plants in Russia (2010)
• Analysis of broad range of economic sectors in China, Hong Kong, India and Southeast Asia,
and market entry strategy advisory for Asian and Western strategic and portfolio investors
(2006-2008)
• Sell-side advisory for venture projects and buy-side deal structuring advisory in China
(2006-2008)
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

TablePacific
of contents
Asia
experience (3/6)
JGC & Hokuto Social Medical Corp.

Market entry advisory, project viability assessment and structuring for two Japanese investors launching a
rehabilitation clinic in Vladivostok
•

One of the investors, Hokuto Social Medical Corporation, already has an outpatient clinic in the city. The
other, JGC, is a leading Japanese engineering firm active in healthcare globally as an EPC and investor

•

As result of the project, the partners decided to set up the clinic, creating a JV in Japan and a
Russian subsidiary, investing USD 3mn at the starting phase. The company has become a resident of
the Free Port of Vladivostok, obtained a medical license, and launched the clinic in May 2018. This
can be the first phase in expansion toward a multi-functional clinic and/or hospital in Vladivostok

•

Advisor’s role:
✓ Local market and best practice analysis
✓ Project concept proofing, multi-faceted viability assessment and risk analysis
✓ Detailed regulation analysis and simplification proposal, roadmap development for Russian authorities
✓ Business model selection and deal structuring for JV creation

JGC Evergreen
Far East greenhouse market and investment project analysis, financial modelling, local partner assessment for
Japanese engineering major JGC
• JGC intended to enter Khabarovsk and Vladivostok vegetable markets and to conduct a feasibility study of a
greenhouse investment project in order to choose the optimal product range, region and business model
• As a result, JGC approved and invested around USD 14mn in the first phase of the project (2.5 ha)
near Khabarovsk, setting up a JV with a local partner. Production was started in Feb 2016. The second
phase (an additional 2.5 ha and up to USD 25mn investment), which the Advisor also assessed originally,
was launched in Nov 2017, with sales now targeting neighboring Vladivostok and Primorsky Krai
• Advisor’s role: market analysis; selection of region, technology and operating model; financial model
compilation; assessment of local partner and support in JV deal structuring
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

TablePacific
of contents
Asia
experience (4/6)
Agab Group
•

Agab Group was the leading Russian distributor of non-professional medical equipment

•

In 2005 the company controlled 70% of the digital blood pressure monitors segment

•

One of the company’s shareholders decided to sell her controlling stake to either a financial or strategic
investor

•

After securing an offer from Singapore-based Temasek investment fund, 100% in the company was
sold for USD 80-90mn to Japanese publicly traded company A&D in 2006

•

Advisor’s role:
✓ Deal negotiation and structuring
✓ Due Diligence support
✓ Legal work coordination
✓ Deal closing and execution

Computer game Drop-Drop
• Computer game Drop-Drop (Tetris type) was designed by Russian IT company Russ

• The game was sold to Japanese computer games developer Data East in 1995
• Data East localized Drop-Drop and developed its versions for different game platforms including Coin
Machine, Sega Saturn, Sony PlayStation, Game Boy etc.
• Role:
✓ Deal negotiation and closing
✓ Operations monitoring, including license payment control

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

TablePacific
of contents
Asia
experience (5/6)
Innovative mHealth device maker

Product concept and market strategy development, 2nd and 3rd round fundraising for
Russian mHealth device manufacturer’s foray into the global market (2010-2013)
• Analysis and prioritization of Middle East, APR and Western European mHealth markets for
launch of four new medical devices by Russian market leader
• Development of market entry strategy, strategic partnership and distribution network model
for each top priority country
• Financial model and investment memorandum development for strategic and financial
investors
• Deal structuring, integration advisory for merger and start of operations under a common
brand by two Russian R&D firms uniting four groups of shareholders with varying level of
interest in the four types of devices – deal closed in 2011
• Deal structuring, integration advisory for 2nd round funding by Indian PE fund specializing in
medicare, Russian eHealth market leader, and Arab mHealth device maker – deal closed in
2012
• Deal structuring, integration advisory in preparation for 3rd round funding by Indian PE fund
and launch of production in India and China

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

TablePacific
of contents
Asia
experience (6/6)

Interactive online education & expertise platform
Product concept, market entry strategy and business plan development for online
education and expertise project launched by Russian SaaS VCS market major (2012-2013)
• Analysis and selection of 6 out of 13 initially studied country markets in APR and India for
launch of interactive online education and expertise platform
• Product concept development, functionality mix selection and prioritization, interface
design and operating model creation – product launched, sales started in Russia
• Detailed financial model development and investment memorandum compilation for 2nd
round fundraising from APR portfolio investors
• Advisory on strategic partnership creation and product launch in South Korea, Japan, Hong
Kong, Singapore, China PRC and Taiwan

Company acquisition, partnership creation in APR
•
•
•

Deal structuring and acquisition of assets of China M&A research company (China, Hong Kong) –
deal closed in 2007, company fully integrated into ISI Emerging Markets
Creation and management of M&A analysis department uniting 20 analysts in China, Hong Kong,
India and Southeast Asia at business data and research major ISI Emerging Markets – 2006-2008
Creation of strategic partnerships and joint analytical products by ISI Emerging Markets: in China,
Hong Kong and India together with Indian Mobius Knowledge Services, and in CEE together with
Bulgarian AII Data Processing – deals closed, partnerships launched in 2007-2008
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

Table of contents
Strategy
advisory (1/4)
Market analysis

• Global grain market investment returns analysis for large Western European investment fund
• Russian radiology equipment and supplies, healthcare IT market and best practice analysis,
recommendation development for major Japanese producer
• APR oil&gas data and analytics market analysis, concept and entry strategy development for
leading Eastern European market player
• Russian Far East greenhouse horticulture market analysis, product range structuring for
leading Japanese engineering company
• Comparative analysis of Stavropol Krai and Krasnodar Krai regions’ construction and building
materials markets for decision on aerated autoclave concrete plant location
• Outlet and discount center trend analysis and prospect evaluation for Western European
outlet center chain entering Russian market
• Market analysis, valuation of component divisions for largest Russian automotive producer
• Post-crisis by-segment real estate market analysis; real estate consultancies’ competitive
strength scorecard
• Russian railway sector analysis for leading foreign train and component manufacturers
• Bulgarian residential, office real estate, architectural bureau market analysis for Russian
developer
• Chinese petrochemical sector analysis for PE funds
• World organic food industry best practice analysis
• Russian & CIS optical fiber country market prioritization, customer segmentation
• Russian beer & vodka sectors’ comparative analysis, trend forecasting
• Russian non-food retail by-segment analysis, most attractive sector, store format selection
for major German retailer
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

Table of contents
Strategy
advisory (2/4)

Entry & expansion advisory
• Global market UAV investment strategy development for transport-focused PE/VC fund
• Business and medical facility concept development, KPI system elaboration for leading
radiology diagnostic center and multi-functional clinic network spanning 40+ regions
• Expansion strategy development for major Chinese trade intermediation and logistics firm
active in Russia, structuring and implementation advisory for key business projects
• Oil product storage, transportation and lab services divisions’ restructuring advisory;
strategy, financial plan development, efficiency advisory for Russian state oil major
• Road service area concept design, financial model and location selection on M1-M11
highways for Russian oil major
• Russian beauty drink market entry advisory for leading Japanese soft drink maker
• M&A-driven market expansion advisory for fast growing 2nd tier telecom operator in Moscow
• Repositioning strategy across crop and plant protection chemicals market segments for
major Russian pesticide producer
• Concept and strategy development for Federal Guarantee Fund, created to extend
guarantees for loans to SMEs, in advisory project for the Russian Economy Ministry
• CIS markets’ entry advisory, potential target evaluation for Russian mobile major
• Entry strategy, business plan for first Russian large-scale optical fiber and preform maker
• Logistics strategy to support regional distribution function of global chemical producer
• Market strategy, business line prioritization for large IT integrator
• Chemical intermediates’ strategy development for leading Russian petrochemical company
• Product range, repositioning, organizational structure design for Big 4 consultancy
• Market entry, investment advisory in framework of power, railway and utility sector reforms
for strategic and institutional investors
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

Table of contents
Strategy
advisory (3/4)

Investment project planning
• DD, financial model, efficiency improvement program for troubled large Russian bank and
biggest independent oil refinery group in Russia
• Feasibility analysis, performance review at 5 major gas chemical plants and biggest das field
in Turkmenistan for leading Japanese bank as main creditor
• Oil refinery feasibility study, performance review, efficiency improvement guidance for
Russia’s biggest investment fund as minority shareholder and main creditor
• Major oil product terminal project analysis, export and domestic market forecasting,
business model development for owner of large oil export terminal in Krasnodar region
• Viability analysis, financial model, marketing strategy development, presentation
compilation for biggest commercial real estate project in Latvia
• Investment attractiveness analysis, financial model for prefabricated metal structures plant
• Concept, realization plan and financial model for large transportation infrastructure project
in Russia in the interests of leading engineering and industrial companies of an APR country
• Selection of region, operating model; development of financial model taking into account
choice of technology for launch of greenhouse horticulture production in Russia’s Far East
• Debt and business restructuring plan for major Russian pesticide maker
• Product range diversification, new market entry for polystyrene, polypropylene tape maker
• Project concept, financial model for Belgian/UK major’s outlet center in Moscow region
• Value chain optimization at first Russian large-scale optical fiber and preform plant
• Mongolian railway reconstruction and additional line construction for state railway monopoly
• Galvanization plant launch by aluminum producer
• Short/mid-term planning of retail network and petroleum storage depots development –
target selection, valuation
• Startup wellness and spa clinics project
• Methanol plant due diligence, feasibility study for PE fund
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

Table of contents
Strategy
advisory (4/4)
Innovation advisory

• Cutting-edge ELISA microchip diagnostic device production launch for leading Russian
medical equipment manufacturer
• Telemedicine projects’ concept design, viability analysis for leading healthcare operator
• Feasibility study of new type of power plant for Russian state energy major
• Business concept development, partnership structuring for oncology-focused clinic launch by
leading Japanese equipment manufacturer and Russian nationwide radiology diagnostic
center and outpatient clinic network
• Skin treatment equipment market analysis and forecasting, operating model selection,
market entry strategy development for innovative Russian plasma technology company
• Russian, world market entry strategy; B2B video conferencing, storage product shaping;
business plan for SaaS VCS subsidiary of financial services major
• Financial model, organizational structure development for nationwide luminescent lamp
production project
• R&D center launch in Russia, assembly launch in Taiwan for German microchip producer
• Strategic options analysis, financial model, branding policy, operating model design for
organic food venture
• Market research, business strategy, integration advisory, and M&A advisory for mHealth
company going global
• Incoming project flow analysis, operating model design for chemical segment of Russian
innovative technologies cluster
• Russian, world market research, strategy development for innovative tire recycling startup
• Expertise of innovative projects at Seliger 2011 forum
© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

Table of contents
Transaction
advisory (1/3)
M&A advisory
Year

Company

Business description

Buyer

Country

Price of
100%

2017

Rehabilitation clinic in
Vladivostok

JV by two Japanese investors for
clinic in Russia

JGC, Hokuto Social Medical
Corp.

Japan, Russia

$3mn

2016

Industrial-scale raspberry
producer

Large raspberry-growing business
w/R&D base

Diversified strategic investor

Russia

Confidential

2014, Greenhouse in Khabarovsk
2017 region

Non-core asset of machinery
manufacturer

JGC Corporation

Japan

$14+25mn

2013

Network of diagnostic labs

Specialization in antibody production

PE fund in healthcare/
strategic investor

Russia

Confidential

2011

Leading Russian eHealth
player and mHealth startup

Presence in Russia, CIS, Western
Europe and India

PE fund in healthcare/
strategic investor

India/ Russia

Confidential

2010

Spectrum

B2B telecom operator

EBRD, GIMV

Kazakhstan

Confidential

© Strategic Choice Advisory, 2020
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

Table of contents
Transaction
advisory (2/3)

JV, strategic partnership advisory
• Shareholder conflict analysis, recommendation development for Japanese investor in
diagnostic and treatment clinic in Vladivostok
• Deal structuring for JV between Japanese engineering major and Russian partner investing
in greenhouse horticulture in Russia’s Far East
• Manufacturing operations’ integration, marketing & production planning departments
coordination for JV between leading global car maker and major Russian car manufacturer
• Intangible asset valuation, deal structuring, integration planning for equity partnership
between Russian mHealth device maker with technology R&D firm, and business and product
integration with two foreign strategic investors
• Joint venture creation by leading Russian truck maker and Western European component
manufacturer
• R&D center launch in Russia, assembly launch in Taiwan for German microchip producer
• Strategic partnership creation, product development and commercialization, upstream
operations’ outsourcing for US, Indian and Bulgarian business analytics companies
• Fixed asset structure optimization, cash flow management analysis for merger between
Russian and Ukrainian machinery manufacturers
• Advisory on distribution network development for breweries in Uzbekistan for one of the
world's largest brewers
• Value chain integration between Russian and Western European aluminum profile
manufacturers
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5.1. Projects completed by firm and team members

Table of contents
Transaction
advisory (3/3)

Synergy evaluation & Integration advisory
• Shareholder agreement, charter, management structure design for two Japanese investors
(strategic and financial) opening new medical clinic in Russia’s Far East region
• Oil product storage, transportation and lab services divisions’ restructuring advisory;
strategy, financial plan development, efficiency advisory for Russian state oil major
• Establishing strategic priorities, planning integration of regional telecom operators in the
framework of buyer company’s market share and product range expansion
• DKD (disassembly knock-down) operations’ integration; optimal model launch step plan and
schedule development; DKD management process enhancement for JV between leading
global car maker and major Russian car manufacturer;
• Integration assessment for acquisition of controlling stake in European alternative energy
major by large Russian power sector holding
• Post-merger integration, market repositioning, business process redesign for Nordic
European IBs
• Operational performance improvement via maximization of synergies between three
subsidiaries of petrochemical major
• Synergy assessment, integration planning for merger between Russian ice-cream and frozen
semis market leaders
• Integration structuring for entry of foreign PE fund into textile cluster in Kazakhstan
• Synergy evaluation for integration of seven PU foam plants with upholstered furniture
makers for major European PU foam producer
• Integration planning, risk mitigation for cable producers’ merger
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5.2. Brief bios

Andrew Afanasiev
Name

Andrew Afanasiev

Position

Managing Partner, CEO

Education

■

Lomonosov Moscow State University, Institute of Asian and African Studies, socio-economic department, 1999
Majors – regional economic research, Mandarin Chinese language

Experience

■

Andrew Afanasiev founded the strategy and management consultancy practice in Feb 2009, following a successful career in major
international institutions. This period has also included a term as Head of Integration & Separation Advisory and COO of the Strategy
Group at KPMG. Altogether, Andrew has 20+ years experience in research, strategy and management consulting, and integration advisory.
Featured projects:
• DKD (disassembly knock-down) operations’ integration; optimal model launch step plan; management process enhancement for JV
between leading global car maker and major Russian car manufacturer;
• Product range prioritization; online education and expertise platform concept, market entry strategy development for leading Russian
SaaS VCS market player;
• Expansion strategy, financial model, efficiency improvement advisory, integration advisory for corporate finance consultancy;
• Market entry strategy, business plan for first Russian large-scale optical fiber and preform manufacturer;
• Repositioning strategy, organizational structure optimization, new service line business plan for Big 4 consultancy;
• Russian, world market entry strategy; B2B product usability improvement; business plan for IT subsidiary of financial services major;
• Three-stage investment strategy, new share issue price formula for USD 760mn acquisition in Russian energy sector;
• Strategic options analysis, financial model, operating model design for organic food venture;
• Market research, business strategy, integration advisory, and M&A advisory for mHealth company going global;
• Market strategy elaboration and business line prioritization for major Russian IT system integrator;
• Research and brokerage product repositioning strategy, business plan for major international real estate consultancy

■

■

Throughout 2008 Andrew worked as Head of Research, Chief Strategist, and acting Head of Equities of the Russian subsidiary of Nordic
European Glitnir Bank. His primary role was post-M&A integration, including strategy development and efficiency improvement for
Icelandic and Finnish shareholders of Glitnir’s Russian office. Andrew transformed Glitnir into one of the top three investment banks in
Russia in 2008 in terms of net profit margin, enabling the bank to break even against the backdrop of a 70% stock market decline.
Completed transactions:
• Phased earn-out scheme analysis in 3-party media sector deal for minority shareholders – USD 400mn
• Financial model and repositioning advisory for sale of blocking stake in major regional bank to Western PE fund – USD 130mn (2.5 x B)

■

In 2001-2008 Andrew worked at US business data & analytics major ISI Emerging Markets, serving as Head of CIS Strategic Analysis (20012006), and then Global Head of M&A Research and Management Board member for EMEA (2006-2008). At ISI Andrew was personally
responsible for selection of acquisition targets and subsequent business integration (Russia, China/Hong Kong), and also for development
of alternative partnership options, including JVs and outsourcing schemes (Bulgaria, India). In addition, Andrew ran a number of projects
on both regional and global levels, involving creation of new lines of business and operational efficiency improvement.
Featured projects :
• Investment opportunity analysis and integration scheme development for entry of foreign PE fund into textile cluster in Kazakhstan
• Market entry, vertical and horizontal integration advisory for major European PU foam producer eyeing seven new markets in CEE

■
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5.2. Brief bios

Vasiliy Marenkov
Name

Vasiliy Marenkov

Position

Project Manager, Strategy Advisory

Education

■ Moscow State Forestry University
■ Higher School of Finance and Management at RANEPA (The Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy
and Public Administration)
■ Specialization - management, business restructuring, finance

Experience

■ 2003-2012 – Before joining SCA, served as General Director/Deputy General Director of companies in a
number of economic sectors, including real estate development, entertainment industry, production of
thermal insulation materials, corrugated packaging production, non-metallic minerals mining, internet
services, and others. Has significant experience in business turnarounds; manufacturing, finance, and sales &
distribution network optimization
■ 2011-2012 - Consultant/mentor in business accelerator for technological start-ups TexDrive
■ 2007-2009 - Investment manager in analysis of various investment projects and businesses, and their selection
for further investments or M&A activities
■ 2003-2007 - Independent business consultant, acting as top manager on request by company shareholders.
Main activities: attracting equity investments, investment project development, financial and organizational
restructuring, strategy development, etc.
■ 2002-2003 - Consultant - Corporate Finance (Business Valuation Group), Ernst & Young
■ Main projects: business valuation, investment analysis and investment project development,
feasibility studies, etc.
■ 1999-2001 – Consultant, Corporate Recovery, Arthur Andersen
■ Main projects: investment analysis and investment project development; banking sector bankruptcy;
manufacturing company bankruptcy; development and implementation of strategy planning systems,
budgeting systems, management accounting, internal controls; improving organizational structures;
business valuation, improving business operations, etc.
■ 1998-1999 - Deputy Finance Director, major Russian furniture company
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5.2. Brief bios

Anna Stebenkova
Name

Anna Stebenkova

Position

Project Manager, Commercial Real Estate, Retail Trade

Education

▪

Moscow State University for International relations (MGIMO), 1991–1997

Experience

▪
▪

Specialization – international relations; languages - Korean, English
Anna has been working as a senior consultant at SCA since the end of 2012, being responsible for
concept development and optimization in large projects in commercial real estate and retail trade
(Russia, Latvia, Republic of Korea - RoK)

▪

Anna has extensive experience in commercial real estate and related areas of over 20 years. She played
a key role in a number of major projects in Russia, in leading Korean player Lotte Group, including its
market foray into the Russian market

▪

Also, Anna served as commercial director in a large real estate development company with Moscow
government ownership. In her role, she was responsible for concept development and execution in
prominent shopping malls, office buildings, and the company’s hotel and residential property business

▪

Experience:
• 2005-2011 – Novinsky Boulevard, 31, Moscow, Russia (development, property management) –
commercial director; from 2008 – commercial director/ deputy general director
• 1997-2005 - Lotte Hotel Co., Ltd., Seoul, RoK (hotel, retail, etc. real estate development)
- 2001-2005 – international project department, planning division manager
- 2000-2001 – member of exhibition organizing committee (Russia: 100 years of culture and arts)
- 1997-2000 – sales and marketing department, Hotel Lotte World, sales manager

▪

In 2005, according to Seoul city administration’s decree, Anna was awarded the status of Seoul
honorary citizen, per the Russian Embassy’s request, for her contribution to the development of
Russian-Korean relations
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5.2. Brief bios

Natalia Sharova
Name

Natalia Sharova

Position

Senior Consultant, Corporate Finance

Education

▪

All-Russian Distance Institute of Finance and Economics, specialization – finance and credit, 1996

Experience

▪

Natalia specializes in corporate finance, and financial modeling, and has extensive experience in
restructuring troubled assets. She has held a number of managerial positions in international and
Russian banks over the years, some of which she helped redesign and re-launch in the interests of
new shareholders

▪

From Dec 2014 and until spring of 2020, Natalia served as deputy, then acting Finance Director at
the Russian branch of Japanese SBI Bank. In her role, she was also responsible for strategy
development and risk management, as the bank restructured the business of a troubled mediumsized bank it had acquired, and then re-launched under the SBI Bank brand

▪

Previously, for almost three years until the end of 2014, she was a Project Manager, then Chief
Accountant and Board member at Oney Bank, a subsidiary of Auchan Group. She helped establish
the Russian legal entity and set up key finance and other functions at the bank

▪

For 7.5 years, from 2003 and through the end of 2011, she worked at BSGV Vostok (later merged
into Rosbank, part of Societe Generale Group), as Deputy Chief Accountant

▪

Earlier, she held managerial positions in Evrazmet (metallurgy, trading), Bank of Moscow,
European Trade Bank, Home Bank, and Grant Bank
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5.2. Brief bios

Alexander Klimov
Name

Alexander Klimov

Position

Consultant, Strategy Advisory

Education

■ Lomonosov Moscow State University, Economics department, specialization – international economy,
MA, 2003
■ PhD in Economics, specialization – international economy, 2008

Experience

■ Alexander joined SCA’s team in 2018, and has been working on projects involving macroeconomic
and industry analysis, especially in cross-border investment projects. Alexander previously worked in
SCA Managing Partner and CEO Andrew Afanasiev’s team at business data and analytics major ISI
Emerging Markets (2006-2012)
■ Alexander had joined ISI at a time when the company was acquiring M&A DB and analytics services in
various countries, preparing to launch its acclaimed DealWatch M&A DB and analytics service. He
played an important role in developing ISI’s deal analysis, structuring, and valuation methodologies,
and establishing efficient operational processes
■ Eventually he became ISI’s CIS Senior M&A Analyst, managing a team of analysts spread out across
the former Soviet Union. He also oversaw the compilation of regular M&A reports on Russia and the
CIS, and contributed to numerous M&A deals conducted by ISI’s international and local clients
■ Alexander also has significant experience working for leading Russian business media, including
Interfax (7 years) as editor, and Trade.su as corporate sales manager (1 year)
■ Earlier, in 2003-2004, he worked as Senior information and analysis expert at Russian Development
Bank, focusing on banking sector analysis
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Contact details

For additional information about our services,
please contact:
Andrew Afanasiev
Managing Partner, CEO
Mob. +7 (903) 745 7330
E-mail: aafanasiev@strategicchoice.org

Strategic Choice Advisory
20A Bronnaya M. str.,
Moscow, 123104, Russia
Tel. +7 (495) 135 2830
http://www.strategicchoice.org
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